Background: "Stoichioproteomics" relates the elemental composition of proteins and proteomes to variation in the physiological and ecological environment. To help harness and explore the wealth of hypotheses made possible under this framework, we introduce GRASP (www.graspdb.net), a public bioinformatic knowledgebase containing information on the frequencies of 20 amino acids and atomic composition of their side chains. GRASP integrates comparative protein composition data with annotation data from multiple public databases. Currently, GRASP includes information on proteins of 12 sequenced Drosophila (fruit fly) proteomes, which will be expanded to include increasingly diverse organisms over time. In this paper we illustrate the potential of GRASP for testing stoichioproteomic hypotheses by conducting an exploratory investigation into the composition of 12 Drosophila proteomes, testing the prediction that protein atomic content is associated with species ecology and with protein expression levels.
limitation, Proteomics
Background Understanding the basis of biological diversity requires integration of ecological and evolutionary information. One exciting emerging picture is that ecological variation in the availability of key elements can have evolutionary consequences even at the primary protein sequence level [1] [2] [3] [4] , a perspective known as "stoichioproteomics" (reviewed in [5] ). Indeed, various studies, both older and newer, have detected selection for efficiency of usage in key limiting elements in amino acid side chains, both in the sequences of individual proteins [1, 6] and across entire proteomes [7] [8] [9] [10] .
To begin to explore this potentially vast source of variation within and among species, it is necessary to have reliable and comparable sequence datasets for multiple taxa. This problem applies most strikingly in multicellular eukaryotes. Although several studies have explored stoichioproteomics in prokaryotes (e.g., [7, 8, [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] ) and eukaryotes [2, [9] [10] [11] , prokaryotic species have more often been the subject of comparative analysis than eukaryotes. Comparative analyses of molecular-scale variations in the elemental compositions of proteins among plant and animal species are currently very scarce (see e.g. [2, 9] ). One reason for this may be that, in these taxa, such analyses are more difficult owing to the more complicated relationships between gene, transcript, and protein (for example, through alternative splicing), which blurs the definition of "homology" and makes meaningful comparisons among proteomes more difficult to achieve. In such species, answering even simple questions about atomic composition can quickly become a daunting task that requires merging several large datasets from different research groups using multiple sequence identity codes.
To begin to address this problem, we present GRASP (Genomic Resource Access for Stoichioproteomics, URL: www.graspdb.net), a public web resource focused on providing a centralized and standardized resource for analyzing the elemental composition of whole eukaryotic proteomes. GRASP is intended, first and foremost, to encourage and enable researchers to conduct their own comparative stoichioproteomic analyses. Second, it is intended to simplify and greatly facilitate these analyses for eukaryotes, by providing a common, standardized repository of protein-by-protein information with easy ways to search, match, extract, and analyse composition data from groups of homologous proteins and splice variants across multiple species with sequenced genomes. Third, we seek to facilitate testing of biological hypotheses by linking protein data to other publicly available sources of biological information using standard naming conventions. GRASP does not provide new data; rather, the advance GRASP represents is one of convenience and streamlining of analyses that would otherwise be laborious, in a manner analogous to repositories of biological data such as FishBase (www.fishbase.org), the Tree of Life (www.tolweb.org) and the Global Biodiversity Information Facility (www.gbif.org).
In its current form, GRASP includes information on the atomic composition of proteins of all twelve fullysequenced species of Drosophila: D. ananassae, D. erecta, D. grimshawi, D. melanogaster, D. mojavensis, D. persimilis, D. pseudoobscura, D. sechellia, D. simulans, D. virilis, D. willistoni and D. yakuba. Information on multiple splice variants is currently available for D. melanogaster. In the future, we plan to expand the database to include a diversity of multicellular and unicellular eukaryotes.
Exploring Drosophila stoichioproteomics
Combined with an almost unparalleled understanding of the biology of Drosophila from many decades of intensive research (see [16] and references therein), these 12 sequenced genomes have already been used to make inferences about species relationships and speciation, patterns of genome organization, e.g. [17] , the evolution and function of gene sequences, e.g., [18] , and rates of evolution, e.g., [19] . However, the potential of this clade for studying variation in atomic composition has yet to be investigated.
To illustrate the potential that GRASP represents for researchers interested in testing biological and ecological hypotheses using stoichioproteomic data, and the kinds of analyses that are facilitated by GRASP, we present here the first exploratory analysis and overview of proteomic variation in atomic composition among the 12 sequenced Drosophila species. We specifically illustrate the potential of this resource by conducting preliminary tests of two stoichioproteomic hypotheses.
Example hypotheses
Stoichioproteomics derives a number of specific hypotheses from a single core precept: that limitation in an element leads to purifying selection in order to reduce the usage of amino acids needing that element in protein sequences or their expression. Limitation could occur at any of several levels. At the long-term ecological level, limitation would result in predictable changes in protein stoichiometry among species (see [2] ). Alternatively, at the short-term ecological level, limitation would result in predictable changes in protein stoichiometry among or even within individuals (see [20] ). Limitation may operate even at the intracellular level, whereby temporary nutrient limitation within cells due to the demands of protein expression results in predictable changes in composition among proteins with predictable expression profiles such as nutrient assimilation proteins [1] , differentially expressed protein variants [6] , or according to transient expression profiles [13] . We examined two sets of predictions arising from this general elemental limitation hypothesis: first, ecological differences should lead to predictable protein stoichiometry among species, and second, highly-expressed proteins should have sequences conservative in key nutrients, specifically N.
First, we collated data for the 12 Drosophila species on key ecological traits that have been linked to organismal stoichiometry, and tested for associations between these traits and the composition of proteins (and protein subsets) across species. These traits, along with the relevant predictions with respect to Drosophila proteomes, are outlined in Table 1 .
Second, we combined the data in GRASP with a public database of protein expression (FlyAtlas, www.flyatlas. org [26] ) in different Drosophila tissues to test for a negative association between protein expression and N content. Using tissue-specific expression allowed us to assess the predicted relationship not only in a general context but also in tissues where this relationship would be expected to apply strongly or not at all, respectively. First, the insect midgut is the site of nutrient uptake and assimilation; enzymes that function to assimilate nutrients have evolved to contain less of the element they assimilate [1] , leading to the prediction that we should observe a stronger relationship between expression and N content in the midgut. Conversely, in the testes of D. melanogaster, evidence suggests that protein synthesis is greatly reduced, which should reduce the requirement for N conservation. Protein expression during spermatogenesis in Drosophila occurs in a unique way: transcription occurs only in early meiotic divisions, which peak during the pupal stage. Post-meiosis, there is almost no transcription in Drosophila spermatids; instead, protein synthesis is achieved by retention of mRNA transcripts for relatively long periods of time [27] . Translation also appears to be reduced-12 ribosomal proteins are downregulated in adult testes while none is up-regulated [28] . In a global expression study, transcription and translation proteins were not among those differentially expressed in testes, unlike in ovaries [29] . Thus, in contrast to other tissues, an adult testis would have no particular requirement for N conservation in its proteins, because proteins are being synthesized at a much lower rate.
Results and discussion
Overview In GRASP, core information on individual proteins is given as protein length, the percent composition of each amino acid, the number of atoms of each constituent element in each protein (excluding invariant backbone), and "elemental content", defined (following [2] ) as
where L protein is the protein sequence length, w i is the number of atoms of a given element in the side chain of amino acid i, and p i is the frequency of amino acid i in the protein.
The multivariate analyses we present here incorporate (1) elemental content, following previous authors, e.g. [1, 2, 7, 10] , (2) DNA GC content, and (3) several basic properties of amino acid sequences (protein length, proportions of hydrophobic, polar, positive, negative, and [17] Larger proteomes (as indicated by larger genomes) require more intensive translation activity, and so should contain proportionally less of a limiting element (C, N or S), owing to selection for efficiency of element usage. This may be confined to the proteins involved in translation, which are overexpressed when intensive translation is required. Similarly, higher percentages of protein-coding DNA (i.e. lower intron percent) should select for higher efficiency of usage owing to a proportionally greater effect on the phenotype.
Male and female body size (thorax width; males, 0.64-1.78 mm; females, 0.80-1.89 mm); Sexual dimorphism (female thoraxmale thorax; 0.00-0.18 mm); Development time (10-27d); Male and female specific growth rate (development time/thorax width) [16] Contrasting predictions arise from the growth rate hypothesis [21] . First, smaller organisms have faster specific growth rates than larger organisms and therefore require proportionally more transcription activity. Thus they should require more nutrient conservation in proteins, particularly the proteins of transcription and translation that are overexpressed when increased protein synthesis is required. Conversely, owing to higher rates of protein synthesis, smaller organisms have a lower protein:nucleic acid ratio, the N:P ratio of their tissues is accordingly lower, and they are predicted to be more easily P limited rather than N limited. This predicts that smaller organisms should be under weaker selection to conserve nitrogen in their protein sequences.
Ovariole number (16-43) [16] With limited nutritional choices, organisms often prioritize allocation to fertility over lifespan [22] ; this may impose selection for nutrient conservation in key proteins. Therefore evolutionary increases in ovariole number should result in nutrient depletion across proteomes, or differentially in the proteins of oogenesis.
Diet breadth (general, oligo, specialist) [16, 25, 34] It is advantageous to maintain a stoichiometric balance close to that of one's food (reviewed in [23] ). Generalist flies are more likely to be able to adjust the nutritional balance of ingested food to their own nutrient demands [24] , whereas specialist flies are more likely to evolve a body stoichiometry that corresponds with that of their resources [25] . Therefore the evolution of feeding specialization may involve evolution of distinctive protein stoichiometry, across proteomes or in the proteins of nutrient assimilation and digestion.
aromatic residues). We restricted our analyses to the subset of proteins that have orthologs in all 12 available Drosophila species (n = 4934). Future authors may wish to base more detailed analyses upon individual amino acid contents and raw numbers of constituent elements, or on the composition of proteins lost and gained during the evolution of this clade.
Standing variation
Principal component analysis revealed multiple patterns of co-linearity among the analysed sequence variables ( Figure 1 ). Both species and functions differed statistically (MANOVA, species: Pillai's trace = 0.91, df = 27, p < 0.001; function: Pillai's trace = 0.29, p < 0.001) but the interaction of species and function did not (Pillai's trace = 0.02, p = 0.99), indicating that protein functional groups occupied similar regions of multivariate space relative to each other within each species' proteome. There were relatively small differences among species with the exception of D. willistoni ( Figure 2 ) but pronounced differences among protein categories ( Figure 3 ). Figure 1 shows pairwise plots of variable loadings for the first eight principal component axes, which collectively explained 89% of the variance. Most of the colinearity stemmed from inherent properties of protein sequences. Aside from fundamental associations such as those between N and O content and charge density (described by PC1), and between C content and aromaticity (described by PC2), Figure 1b also shows, for example, that S content was negatively associated with protein length. Although this partly reflects the effect of a constant initial methionine residue, PC1 and PC2 loadings did not appreciably change after excluding this initial residue from all proteins (data not shown) so this may stem from the tendency of smaller proteins to be stabilized by disulphide links while longer proteins tend to have salt bridges [30] . Also reflecting previous findings, DNA GC content was correlated negatively with protein C content [14, 15] and also with O content [8] .
Most species showed only small differences on all PC axes ( Figure 2 ). D. willistoni was an outlier in many cases, notably PC2, PC3 and PC7, stemming from its proteome's relatively exceptionally high O content (median 0.496 atoms/residue) and its genome's well-documented low GC content (median for our dataset 46.5%; see [31] ). Although D. willistoni is not exceptional among eukaryotes either in its GC or O content, since it falls roughly centrally among eukaryotes plotted in Vieira-Silva & Rocha's Figure 2 (in [8] , p. 1935), it was a clear outlier within the clade studied here.
Overall, protein functional categories differed in elemental content and sequence properties largely in line with expectations from the biochemistry of each protein category ( Figure 3 ). For example, transcription factors and nucleic acid binding proteins had very low values on PC1, indicating high N and O content, high charge density and hydrophilicity; nucleic acid binding proteins in particular had high N content, reflecting the requirement for positive charge associated with binding to negatively charged DNA. In contrast, receptors and transporters had high values of PC1 indicating very low N and O, low charge density, and high hydrophobicity, consistent with the high proportion of hydrophobic groups required to function within a plasma membrane.
Patterns in elemental content across the whole phylogeny
To investigate evolutionary patterns rather than standing variation, we first explored species divergence in the PC axes identified above by reconstructing ancestral states for each axis in the PCA. The most striking lineage-specific patterns were in D. willistoni and in the D. persimilis/D. pseudoobscura lineage ( Figure 4 ). D. willistoni has undergone across-the-board increases in PC2 (i.e. increased C content and decreased GC content, percentage of polar residues, and protein length) and PC3 (i.e. increased O content and negative charge, and decreased GC content, N content and positive charge) and decreases in PC4 (i. e. increased S, reduced protein length) in all functional categories of proteins, arising from divergence since its last ancestor, while D. pseudoobscura and D. persimilis have both undergone equally wholesale, but slightly less substantial, decreases in PC2 and PC3 and increases in PC4. This suggests a proteome-wide, bottom-up evolutionary pressure leading to correlated changes in GC content of DNA and of C, O and N content across proteins, instead of an ecological or physiological explanation that might be seen more strongly in some proteins than in others. Why we should observe this pattern remains an open question. It seems likely that selection acting on DNA GC content may drive the observed difference; PC2, PC3 and PC4 all contain heavy loadings for GC content, a fundamental property of DNA, and, in PCA analyses, extant standing variation in species tended to fall along a common line roughly parallel with variation in GC content in all cases ( Figure 2 ). While it is beyond the scope of this study to speculate on causal relationships between genomic GC content and protein properties, which are currently unclear (for discussion, see [8] with respect to O content and [15] with respect to C content), changes in GC content in D. willistoni have been shown to correlate with changes in amino acid transition rates [32] . If evolutionary changes in GC content indirectly drive evolution in amino acid composition and protein properties such as O content, it is likely that this change may be sufficient to account for observed differences in PC2, PC3 and PC4 between D. willistoni, D. pseudoobscura, D. persimilis and their congeners.
We then calculated phylogenetically independent contrasts in each variable for each ortholog set across the phylogeny to look at general patterns in the evolution of proteomic properties across the clade. We amalgamated all independent contrasts into a single dataset and used PCA to identify broad patterns of evolutionary variation (following [33] ). The main axes of variation we identified are given in Figure 5 . Here we term these "Evolutionary Principal Components" (EPC) purely to distinguish them from the axes identified for standing variation among proteomes in Figure 1 . Broadly speaking, these were (EPC1) from long, polar, high-O content proteins to aromatic, high-C proteins; (EPC2) from hydrophobic, high-GC proteins to positive, high-N proteins, (EPC3) from more polar proteins to more negative, more hydrophobic proteins and (EPC4) from GC-poor, S-rich, aromatic proteins to GC-rich, positively charged proteins. Evolutionary changes in protein and DNA properties often mirrored patterns detected within proteomes. For example, O content and hydrophobicity were strongly opposed on both PC1 (Figure 1 ) and EPC1 ( Figure 5 ). As another example, evolutionary divergence in both C and O content were negatively related to divergence in GC content on EPC3, which reflected our findings within proteomes ( Figure 1 ) and supports previous findings among whole proteomes of other taxa [8, 14, 15] .
However, evolutionary patterns were sometimes different from standing variation within proteomes. Evolution in N content and % positive charge followed patterns different from those seen in static variation. Evolutionary changes in N and % positive charge were independent of O content and % negative charge both on EPC1 and (to a lesser extent) on EPC3 ( Figure 5 ). In contrast, within proteomes, these two variables were positively related to O content and % negative charge on PC1 (collectively Table 2 Number of proteins (out of 4934) showing significant evolutionary relationships (using PGLM, threshold p = 0.01; see Methods for details) between principal component (PC) axes and ecological/genomic traits of interest (for hypotheses, see Table 1 ; for PC axis loadings, see Figure 1 ) describing charge density) and negatively related on PC3 (collectively describing a positive-negative continuum; see Figure 1 ).
Testing hypotheses across the phylogeny
Statistics for all protein subsets are given in Table 2 . Note that we use PC (not EPC) axes for these analyses, because the technique we used (PGLM) uses raw species values, not contrasts, as its input data (see Methods for details). We detected extensive changes in protein stoichiometry across all axes with intron percent; associations significant at the p < 0.01 level were seen in 651, 561, 493 and 539 out of 4934 proteins on PC1, 2, 3 and 4, respectively, over 10 times the expected number. However, there was no detectable bias on any of PC1-4 towards positive or negative associations with intron percent (binomial tests on effect sizes, all NS); neither were positive or negative associations biased towards any protein category (χ 2 tests, all NS). This indicates an overall lack of consistent association between intron percent and protein stoichiometry. Comparably high numbers of significant associations that also had no net positive or negative bias were also detected for ovariole number (162-394 proteins across all axes) and specific development time (161-393 proteins across all axes). Future investigators may wish to explore these associations in more detail, on a protein-by-protein basis. For diet breadth (significant associations in 302 and 229 proteins across PC1 and PC2, respectively), the significant positive and negative associations were distributed unequally among protein functions (χ 2 tests, p < 0.05). Among this subset of proteins showing significant associations, nucleic acid binding proteins and transcription factors showed predominantly positive associations between diet breadth and PC1, while transporters showed negative associations. For PC2, nucleic acid binding molecules and transcription factors showed positive associations, whilst oxidoreductases, transferases and select regulatory molecules showed mostly negative associations. Rather than being a phylogenywide trend, though, these patterns were driven by D. sechellia, the most resource-specialized of all the flies represented here and for whom this subset of proteins had diverged somewhat from the rest of the species (Figure 6 ). In D. sechellia, this subset of nucleic acid binding proteins and transcription factors had the highest PC1 (i.e. were most hydrophobic, with highest S and lowest N and O) and PC2 (i.e. the least polar, with the highest C), while its transporters had the lowest PC1 and its oxidoreductases, transferases and select regulatory molecules had the lowest PC2. Although these differences appeared to drive evolutionary correlations with diet breadth, from a stoichioproteomic perspective we might, a priori, have expected the protein composition of cactus-feeders such as D. yakuba to have been most distinctive (see e.g. [25] ), owing to the low nutritional quality of their food resources, but this was not the case. Furthermore, D. erecta is almost as strictly specialized as D. sechellia but did not have distinctive stoichiometry in these proteins ( Figure 6 ). It may therefore be different, species-specific selection pressures in D. sechellia, such as detoxification of host substances, that have contributed to this divergence; patterns of selection in this subset of proteins may warrant further research.
Ecological selection pressures evident at the proteomic level have been detected previously using comparative analyses across whole kingdoms (see e.g. [2, 7, 11] ); the relatively few substantial findings we report here may also reflect a relatively short divergence period (compared to divergence among kingdoms), or that differences in the ecologies of Drosophila are not substantial or consistent enough to generate the selection pressures we predictedalthough major differences in body composition reflect those seen among the flies' respective substrates [34] , these differences may not ramify into the proteins. Given the scope of the proteomic datasets, our overview-style analysis was also necessarily very broad and coarse-grained. More detailed research into the atomic content of specific proteins or protein groups using GRASP may be better able to reveal effects of nutritional limitation upon protein atomic content among Drosophila species.
Protein expression levels in D. melanogaster
Highly expressed proteins (i.e. proteins that impose substantial nutrient demands upon a cell) should theoretically evolve to be nutrient poor [2, 6] and, conversely, nutrient-rich proteins should be down-regulated in times of low nutrient availability [13, 20] . To test this hypothesis, and to illustrate the ease with which the information in GRASP can be integrated with other publicly available resources, we asked how atomic composition, specifically N content, was related to protein expression (FlyAtlas, www.flyatlas.org [26] ) across different tissue types in D. melanogaster.
Bragg & Wagner [3] outlined two hypotheses to account for how nutrient conservation in highly expressed proteins might come about. First, relief of nutrient limitation might arise mainly from changes in expression, with nutrientrich proteins down-regulated and nutrient-poor proteins up-regulated. This scenario predicts a proteome-wide negative correlation between expression levels and content of the limiting nutrient. Second, specifically upregulated proteins may have evolved to be nutrient-poor, resulting in a negative expression-nutrient content relationship only in up-regulated proteins [3, 20] .
Expression was bimodal in all tissues, the lower distribution corresponding to low-or rarely-expressed genes (see e.g. [35] ). To test among the three alternatives (the two predictions outlined above, plus a null hypothesis of no negative association between nutrient content and expression), we conducted analyses for each tissue separately. Specifically, we conducted piecewise regression, allowing us to separate the low expression and high expression clusters at the most likely point (corresponding to a log 2 abundance of 5.5; see Methods).
Results of piecewise regressions for N content are shown in Table 3 (for context, statistical data for all tissues and all response variables [PC axes and all elements] are given in Additional file 1: Table S1 ). In the low expression cluster, N content was weakly and inconsistently related to expression levels. By contrast, in the high-expression cluster, N content was steeply negatively related to expression level in all tissues but the testes, where this relationship was actually positive, and ovaries, in which the slope did not differ from zero (Figure 7, Table 1 ). This indicates that, specifically in the highly expressed proteins of all tissues except the germline, increased expression was associated with conservation of N in protein sequences. In the testes, upregulated proteins were actually higher in N -the only tissue for which this was the case. The most steeply negative expression/N relationships were seen in the midguts of adults and larvae. In these tissues, doubling expression (i.e. increasing by one log 2 unit) was associated with approx. 0.01 fewer N atoms per amino acid residue. The next-steepest relationships were also all gut-related tissues (hindgut and malpighian tubules; Table 3 ).
One clear interpretation of these patterns is that high levels of protein expression place a high demand for N upon somatic cells, creating a selection pressure for conservation of N in the most highly expressed proteins [4] . Thus, our results support the hypothesis that specifically up-regulated proteins have evolved to be nutrient-poor [3, 20] in keeping with the idea that proteins evolve to reflect material costs of their production [1, 4] . Among eukaryotes, this specific expression/N content relationship Figure 6 Boxplot showing median ± IQR (box) and 95% CI (whiskers) of standing variation PC score (axes in Figure 1 has so far only been identified in plants [eg., 2, 9] and is weaker or absent in animals, possibly owing to relaxed selection for efficiency of N usage in heterotrophs [2] . Proteins involved in nutrient assimilation show strong evolutionary conservation of the element they assimilate [1] , so we would expect a priori to see the steepest relationships between N content and expression at the sites of N assimilation, such as the gut. Accordingly, midgut tissues, the main site of nutrient uptake, showed the steepest relationships of all tissuesfollowed by all other gut tissues in both larvae and adults (Table 3 ). In contrast, sites where protein synthesis is arrested or reduced, such as the testes, are not expected to show such a pattern. In contrast to the testes, the ovary grows during adult life [36] , but we still found a relatively shallow relationship between PC1 and expression in ovaries, suggesting they may also be under reduced selection for N conservation. As a potential hypothesis for future study, conservation of N in eggs may impair offspring performance, constraining egg proteins to be nutritionally expensive. Consistent with this, dietary protein deficiency differentially affects female fertility rather than lifespan in Drosophila [22] . Brain and CNS tissues, while actively growing and differentiating in larvae and adults [37] , also showed comparatively shallow N content/expression relationships (Table 3) ; we hypothesize that, because the CNS is highly charge-sensitive, the intrinsic correlation between N content and protein charge may reduce the scope for N conservation in nervous tissues. However, the apparently shallow expression/N content relationship in these tissues remains an open question. Interestingly, Elser et al. [2] also used D. melanogaster as a reference model organism for heterotrophs, and used it as a baseline in the comparison with autotrophs. They found that N content in Drosophila followed a U-shaped curve that actually increased with expression intensity in the most highly expressed proteins (their Figure 1b ). Examination of their figure reveals that this trend is influenced by two outliers (possibly ribosomal proteins, a group with unusually high N [10, 13] ); excluding these two outliers, the remainder of the points in their figure agree with our data because the non-outlier data in [2] follow a weakly negative trend. This result accords with the authors' main conclusion, because this negative trend is indeed shallower than in the plants they analysed, lending weight to the idea that N conservation is indeed relaxed in animals.
Comparing the extent of N conservation we observed in D. melanogaster with the results obtained by Elser et al. [2] , our results indicate that it is important to consider tissue-specific expression levels. For example, in the tissues with the strongest N conservation, the larval and adult midgut, the most highly expressed proteins were approx. 0.05 N atoms poorer per residue than in the least highly expressed. By contrast, in the testes there was no such pattern. These results suggest that selection for nutrient conservation in proteins may be mediated by tissue-specific expression, a possibility that requires further research.
Of course, it is difficult to be entirely confident that stoichioproteomic patterns are not a result of systematic selection on biochemical properties of amino acids or of underlying DNA rather than elemental content per se. As an alternative hypothesis, the most highly expressed proteins may require a lower charge density to allow unbinding from the machinery of translation at a fast enough rate to maintain high expression, which would explain their lower N and O content, although this requirement would most likely be of much lower importance than requirements of protein function. Future authors may wish to make preliminary steps towards elucidating these two hypotheses by conducting analyses of protein composition and expression while controlling for charge density.
Conclusions
We have provided a mainly descriptive account of broad-scale variation in the atomic content of Drosophila proteins across the 12 fully sequenced Drosophila species, to which GRASP provides ready access, alongside preliminary tests of some core stoichioproteomic hypotheses. Further detailed research using GRASP will provide deeper insights into the evolution of atomic composition within and among species. Subsequent releases of GRASP will be augmented with similar information on other organisms across the phylogeny, as well as with additional information about other characteristics, including known developmental regulators, life span, feeding habits, and other ecological information, resulting in a powerful bioinformatics knowledgebase for the framing and testing of stoichioproteomic hypotheses.
We found that atomic content in Drosophila was at least partially a function of DNA GC content and amino acid biochemistry, and was also predictable based upon relative amounts of other constituent elements. On top of this, however, proteins carried signatures of conservation of limiting nutrients: N content was reduced in the most highly expressed proteins in most somatic tissues, but not in testes where nutrient conservation is unnecessary. However, the predictable patterns in elemental composition that we detected within proteomes were not plainly evident in broad-scale comparisons across species, indicating a potential role for lineage-specific evolutionary changes; this phylogenetic variation can provide a testing ground for future researchers wishing to use GRASP to look into the evolution of atomic composition. Protein atomic content can be seen a passive emergent property of selection acting on the phenotype via a protein's structure, but may also be a source of selection pressure in itself, through its effect on organism nutrient demand. Here we have identified patterns in atomic content ranging from associations with basic properties of DNA to evolutionary associations with ecological species differences that may represent signatures of selection for nutrient conservation. We hope that the stoichioproteomic trends we have identified here will provide multiple working hypotheses for future research aiming to investigate these hypotheses in detail using these 12 Drosophila species and beyond. GRASP will provide a convenient springboard for such studies.
Methods
GRASP is organized around a central interface whereby users select the species they wish to query and then the category of proteins whose data they wish to extract. A range of data is included on the website to enable direct tests of hypotheses, as well as providing links to outside sources of information. We have added categorical data mapping to the Gene Ontology (www.geneontology.org) on protein family, biological process, molecular function, and pathway, derived from FlyBase (www.flybase.org), Panther (www.pantherdb.org), and Uniprot (www.pir. uniprot.org). GRASP also includes the amino acid sequence itself, along with its length, plus the underlying coding DNA sequence and information about its GC content, a property that directly affects the amino acid sequence [14] . The current sequence data in GRASP are derived from FlyBase version FB_2007_3, October 2007. When a gene gives rise to more than one protein product, each protein product is indicated with a different suffix (i.e., PA, PB, etc.). Aggregations grouped by biological process, molecular function, protein pathway and family can be selected and output to the browser or via downloadable spreadsheets and comma-separated value lists for use in other statistical software. In addition, users can create their own aggregations of proteins derived from the selected species, automatically generating a downloadable spreadsheet of aggregated amino acid and elemental counts.
Exploratory analysis of Drosophila proteomes
After downloading the information from GRASP, all data analyses were carried out in R 2.13.0 [38] using various packages as cited below. Unless stated otherwise, only proteins with orthologs in all 12 species were analysed.
First, we used principal component analysis to characterize multivariate relationships between C, O, N and S content, DNA GC content, protein length, and the proportions of hydrophobic, polar, positive, negative and aromatic residues, respectively, in the entire dataset. We then asked whether proteins from the 12 different species, and different functional categories, occupied distinct regions in multivariate space using MANOVA with the first 8 principal components as a multivariate response.
Species-and clade-specific divergence in elemental content
Because species share evolutionary history to different extents, comparisons among species must account for the way characters evolve e.g. [39] [40] [41] . For the 12 Drosophila species under consideration, a well-supported phylogeny is known based on the whole genome, with reliable divergence estimates (Figure 8 ; see [17] ). Both the inferred phylogeny and protein atomic content are closely linked to the amino acid sequence, which may lead to circular inferencewe assumed this would not bias our results, i.e. we assumed that forces affecting the atomic composition of proteins were independent of the forces affecting the sequence affinity of the entire genomes on which the phylogeny was based.
First, we looked at species divergence in the PC axes identified above by reconstructing the ancestral states for each protein across the phylogeny on each axis in the PCA using maximum likelihood reconstruction in the ace() function of the ape package in R [42] . We used this information to calculate the estimated divergence for each protein in each species since its most recent common ancestor with a sibling species. Lineage-and clade-specific evolution of atomic content could therefore be isolated from patterns shared among species.
Evolutionary patterns in elemental content and ecology
We used the method of phylogenetically independent contrasts (PIC, [39] ) to calculate independent contrasts in all considered variables. To look at multivariate evolutionary change we then calculated principal components in these contrasts, following [33] . Evolutionary associations among the variables were assessed using the variable loadings of the principal axes.
Testing hypotheses across the phylogeny
To test ecological and genomic hypotheses relating to stoichioproteomics (Table 1) , we asked whether any of the species-level ecological or genomic traits listed in Table 1 on its own was related systematically to evolutionary patterns in atomic composition and protein properties. We used phylogenetic generalized least squares (PGLM), using the CAIC package [43] to model phylogenetic changes in the principal component axes identified above for "standing variation" against changes in the trait of interest (i.e. for each ecological trait, 4934 analyses each of n = 12), asking whether fitted lines systematically departed from zero. Under a null hypothesis we would expect 1% of 4934, or 49, analyses to be significant at the 0.01 level; we used 200 or approx. 4 times this number as an arbitrary but conservative threshold for significance. Note that PGLM differs from the method of PIC which we used to calculate the EPC axes: where PIC calculates a new dataset of phylogenetically independent contrasts, PGLM instead uses raw species values as the response variable, and incorporates phylogenetic information into the error term of the model. Thus, we performed these analyses on the "standing variation" PC axes (rather than the EPC axes). For ecological variables that were frequently associated with protein composition (intron percent, ovariole number, specific development time and diet breadth) we asked whether associations were consistently positive or negative in particular protein categories using χ 2 tests; for each variable, Table 1 outlines hypotheses relating to specific subsets of proteins that might be expected to show elemental conservation in their sequences.
